The global financial crisis (GFC) of 2008 sent the economies of major developed nations into freefall. As credit markets froze and investor and consumer confidence collapsed to levels not seen since the Great Depression, governments clamoured to develop policies and interventions aimed at preventing wholesale economic meltdown.
Introduction
The global financial crisis of late 2008 sent the economies of major developed nations into freefall. As credit markets froze and investor and consumer confidence collapsed, governments clamoured to develop policies and interventions aimed at preventing wholesale economic meltdown. We know from the published accounts of those involved that the Labor government of Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, the Australian dollar, which had fallen almost 30 per cent against the Greenback recovered. House prices which had dropped by 4.5 per cent began to strengthen, 2 buoyed by a temporary increase in the First Home Owners' Grant from $7,000 to $21,000. Unemployment peaked at 5.8 per cent, well below Treasury forecasts that it may reach between 8 and 10 per cent (Kennedy 2009, 8) . It fell for ten consecutive months before increasing by 0.2 per cent in July 2010 to the current level of 5.3 per cent. 3 It is estimated that without stimulus measures, the Australian economy would have contracted in the December, March and June quarters with a corresponding fall in GDP of 1.3 per cent for the year 2008/09. Positive assessments of Australia's performance relevant to other economies are believed to have supported domestic consumer confidence (Henry 2009, 3) , cushioning the retail and housing sectors and forestalling a potential collapse in aggregate demand. Eslake (2009, 235) argues that 'not only did the timing of the successive Australian fiscal packages turn out to be unusually appropriate, their magnitude and composition contributed significantly to their effectiveness'.
The Australian economy's success in weathering the crisis was confirmed when the Reserve Bank became the first in the world to lift interest rates from their 'emergency lows'. They have risen since October 2009 to stabilise at the current cash rate of 4.5 per cent. 4 Indeed so little have Australians been affected by what analysts agree was the most significant economic shock since The Great Depression, some have speculated that, for many of them, the GFC 'never happened' . This is something of an irony given Australia's economic performance is the envy of many nations still grappling with the bitter legacy of the global downturn -low growth, high rates of unemployment, staggering levels of public debt and fears of a 'double-dip' recession.
What accounts for Australia's success in navigating the global financial crisis? Economists have emphasised the combination of monetary and fiscal policy responses -significant cuts to interest rates, large government stimulus packages, bank guarantees and other stabilising measures that were rapidly deployed as the crisis unfolded; the underlying strength of the nation's economy, surplus budgets, comparatively low rates of debt and effective prudential regulation.
Each of these was undoubtedly crucial, but as this paper argues, features inherent to the institutions of Australian governance must also be taken into account. This paper examines the structures of advice and support to Australian decision-makers that enabled decisive action to be taken and decisions implemented as the financial crisis loomed. It argues that Australia's success owes much to timely and effective policy responses. The government's pre-emptive and aggressive response to the global financial crisis was driven by political leaders keenly attuned to international developments and anxious to avoid the fate of an earlier Labor government. An advisory system that had prepared for and which consciously drew on the lessons learned during earlier downturns enabled monetary and fiscal policy responses to be rapidly deployed.
While policy interventions were decisive, it is important to recognise that Australia entered the GFC in better shape than many comparable economies. It had enjoyed 17 years of uninterrupted economic growth, underpinned by demand for commodity exports from its rapidly growing Asian neighbours 4 http://www.rba.gov.au/ [Accessed 16 August 2010] . (Kennedy 2009) . 5 It had low levels of public debt, relatively high interest rates, a strong, profitable, well capitalised and well regulated banking sector that maintained prudent lending practices and AA credit ratings 6 (Eslake 2009; Hawtrey 2009 ). These favourable settings were the product of economic policies pursued by successive Australian governments, supported by a cadre of economic advisers -career officials and partisans, whose experience and institutional memory proved valuable to the newlyelected Labor government. The paper concludes that the policy learning of key actors within the advisory and decision-making system are significant in explaining Australia's experience of the GFC.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The first part of the paper describes how Australian policy- characterised by its opponents as irresponsible economic managers, had wrong-footed the Coalition government of Prime Minister John Howard during the election campaign by dramatically refusing to match its 'reckless spending' and by embracing 'economic conservatism'. 7 Labor had been in opposition for 11 years. Only two members of the incoming ministry had prior experience, having been ministers in the Hawke (1983 Hawke ( -1991 and Keating (1991 Keating ( -1996 governments, but many had political, parliamentary and governmental experience (see Tiernan and Weller 2010) . While they were learning their jobs and making the transition to government, the Rudd ministry was also assuming responsibility for a looming threat, the first signs of which were already evident. 8 The sub-prime mortgage crisis that had paralysed credit markets in the United States had begun to infect world markets. As institutions collapsed, the loss of confidence became self-reinforcing, stoking fears that what hitherto had been 5 Commodities account for almost 60 per cent of total exports. Australia's exports of commodities actually rose after the onset of the GFC, largely due to demand from China (Eslake 2009, 232) . 6 Four out of nine AA rated banks are Australian. 7 The centrepiece of the Coalition's election strategy was a promise of $34B in tax cuts to be delivered over three years. Citing the need for economic restraint in the face of rising inflation and interest rates, Kevin Rudd shocked his opponents and commentators alike when he announced Labor would not match the government's commitment (Taylor and Uren 2010, 16 ). Rudd proudly declared himself an 'economic conservative' determined to reclaim Labor's rightful record as the party of economic reform and fairness. 8 Garnaut (2009, 94) (Taylor & Uren 2010, 25) . 10 Henry did not see this as a likely scenario since, at the time, the risks to Australia's economy were seen as coming mainly from rising inflation (see, for example, Stevens 2009a (Taylor & Uren 2010, 27-9) . The sentiment among these players continued to be significantly worse than was being indicated in official data and advice. Stephen Kennedy (2009, 2) has noted that 'in a period when events are moving rapidly, leaders often hear about developments before they have filtered through their bureaucracies'. The new government, anxious to establish its authority and credibility, kept non-bureaucratic channels of advice open, taking regular soundings from business, industry, academia, as well as from overseas contacts about how the situation was unfolding.
Rudd was determined that his government would not suffer the same fate as the Labor government of Jim Scullin, elected just two weeks prior to the crash on Wall Street that heralded the start of the Great Depression in 1929, and which endured the ignominy of being the only Australian government to be defeated after a single term ).
The collapse of Lehman Brothers on 15 September 2008, marked a turning point in the GFC.
Confidence plummeted on fears of further bank failures, a freeze on credit and the prospect of a global meltdown. As Stiglitz (2010b) noted recently:
When the crisis struck, you have to understand no-one was sure how deep [or] how long it would to be. There was that moment of panic. Rightfully so, because the whole financial system was on the verge of collapse. In that context, what you need to do is act decisively.
Australian policy-makers not only acted decisively, but also pre-emptively. Within two days of Lehman's filing for bankruptcy, the Council of Financial Regulators, which includes the Reserve Bank, the Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority (APRA), the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) and Treasury released its crisis plan. It was based on confidential analysis prepared in late 2007 about how a crisis involving one or more Australian financial institutions might be managed (Taylor and Uren 2010, 52) . But it was also informed by lessons drawn from the 1997 Asian financial crisis -the critical importance of ensuring banks could access offshore finance to fund Australia's current account deficit. A temporary ban on short-selling was announced on 19 September and on 26 September, prompted by fears about the viability of second-tier banks, the government announced it would provide $4B in support for the mortgage backed securities. In late September, Kevin Rudd, in New York to give a speech at the United Nations, called for the G20 to be used to 11 Kevin Rudd was reportedly 'shocked' when Strauss-Kahn warned that total losses from the sub-prime crisis could exceed a trillion dollars. Subsequently, that figure was revised to $3 trillion (Taylor & Uren 2010, 27). coordinate measures that would help stabilise the global financial system which was now in a panic, prompting governments in several countries to provide unlimited deposit guarantees. Instead of the gradual easing of policy that we had been expecting would occur, as inflation gently subsided, the Board concluded... that it needed to be more aggressive in lowering rates. Australian households and businesses, understandably, began to react to events abroad. This meant that there was likely to be a much weaker outcome for demand and output -and hence a greater prospect of falling inflation -than had been expected up to that time. This change to the outlook was reflected in revisions to the central forecasts prepared by the Bank. It responded also to the risk that, in an environment of acute global financial strain and deleveraging, there could easily be a much weaker outcome for economic activity even than the one embodied in the reduced forecast. Accordingly, the cash rate was reduced by a total of 300 basis points in the four months leading up to the end of 2008. It was lowered further in the early part of 2009.
Shortly after, following precedent from overseas, the government announced an immediate guarantee of all bank deposits under $1 million. It would, for a fee, also provide an unlimited bank guarantee, designed to keep open access to wholesale borrowing and to support consumer confidence (Gruen and Clark 2010, 13; Gruen 2009, 6 ).
Rudd convened a crisis meeting of the Strategic Budget and Priorities Committee (SBPC) of Cabinet on 7 October. Treasurer Swan, in Washington at an IMF meeting, joined in by telephone, relaying the views of global policy-makers, particularly their advice that the government should be willing to 'act early'. According to Swan: ... the message is that the outlook is so risky that you shouldn't take the risk of not doing anything you can, that the damage of underestimating is bigger than the risk of overestimating... When you've got the Chief Economist of the IMF saying just pull every lever that you can... (quoted in Tingle, 2008, 24) . Rudd, Swan, selected ministerial staffers and the Treasury Secretary had been discussing spending options since a 'secret planning meeting' on 5 August. Senior ministerial staff from the Prime Minister's and Treasurer's offices were tasked with developing options for stimulus spending if monetary easing proved insufficient to buffer the Australian economy from the emerging threat. Uren and Taylor (2010) note:
This was extraordinarily early planning compared with other governments around the world. It was also extraordinary because nobody else knew. Not the cabinet. Not even Gillard and Tanner, the other two members of the supposed inner circle gang of four. The extreme sensitivity of the decisions meant Rudd's predilection for keeping things close was taken to extremes.
The advice from the Treasury Secretary had been to 'go hard, go early, go households' -a mantra reportedly extemporised by Henry on the spot, but which became the Prime Minister's organising principle (Taylor & Uren 2010, 78) . According to Treasury, stimulus spending should be 'timely, targeted and temporary' and outline a clear framework and timetable for returning the budget to surplus. 12 The emphasis on cash payments quickly delivered was a lesson from the recession of the early 1990s, where stimulus spending had taken too long to have an effect and rates of unemployment had risen sharply as aggregate demand collapsed. Many of those who had lost their jobs never worked again. As the party of working people, Rudd believed Labor had an obligation to support jobs and keep people in employment. Supporting employment would be the primary goal of the government's fiscal response (see Taylor & Uren 2010, 138) .
The 2008 stimulus package was designed to provide immediate support to growth -through transfer payments to the most cash-constrained households; those most likely to spend additional income ...we had to be in the business of making a difference and under those circumstances there are no halfmeasures. Either you don't act or you do. The worst thing you can do in public policy terms is to half-act; and you will be run over in the middle of the road (quoted in Taylor & Uren 2010, 80 ).
In the circumstances, Rudd's pessimism proved more accurate than the forecasts, which were continually being revised downwards as the global economy plumbed new and more dangerous depths.
The government shifted to a crisis footing. Global conditions continued to deteriorate. The IMF issued a bleak forecast for world growth, urging governments in countries that could afford it to immediately implement government spending in the Australia's financial system and particularly its banking system, continued to function during the crisis, providing a buffer from the turmoil on international markets. Henry (2009a, 2) argues that 'the resilience of Australia's banking sector is due in no small part to the quality of our financial regulatory system, which has benefitted from significant reforms undertaken by successive governments'. These Leaders of both political persuasions also embraced prudent fiscal policy settings that favoured surplus budgets or, where deficits were deemed necessary to ameliorate economic downturns, a commitment to bring the budget back to surplus within a specified time period. Taken together, developments over the period 1983 to 2004 positioned Australia to become a flexible and resilient market economy able to withstand external shocks and to keep growing. This was evidenced first by its success in navigating the 1997 Asian financial crisis and, more recently, in preparing for and facing the GFC in 2008.
Australia's strong economic performance owes much to the policy-makers who determined and sold often reforms that were often painful and politically difficult, and the advisers who researched, developed and presented the options, persuaded ministers of their benefits and supported their adoption and implementation. The bi-partisan consensus that has characterised economic policymaking over recent decades is a mark of a political culture that is essentially pragmatic (Garnaut 2009; Kelly 2009 ). Australian politics is tough and adversarial, but is not polarised nor bedevilled by the often bitter and entrenched political differences and intellectual fashions that characterise policy-making in the United States (Garnaut 2009; Gruen 2009a, 62) .
Reserve Bank Governor Glenn Stevens (2009b) has acknowledged the shared efforts of decisionmakers and the advisers (both partisan and non-partisan), noting:
Long-term investments in prudent fiscal and monetary frameworks paid off. A whole generation of policy-makers painstakingly worked to build credibility by taking decisions with a long-term perspective. The return was in a capacity to respond credibly to the downturn [in 2008 ] before it gathered much pace. The lesson here, then, is that those investments were worthwhile.
As this suggests, Australia's 'economic miracle' was no one-off feat of serendipity. The institutions of economic policy advice and decision-making shaped a long-term reform agenda that positioned Advice and decision-making during the crisis Australian ministers are generalists -neither Kevin Rudd, Wayne Swan, Julia Gillard or Lindsay Tanner, were economist or bankers. Instead, they rely on the expertise of their advisers. As a Westminister-style political system, Australia retains a professional, impartial career public service as a key institution. The agencies that advise on and implement economic policy are the regulatory agencies and particularly the Treasury; the independent Reserve Bank is responsible for monetary policy but works closely with policy and regulatory agencies.
Since the mid-1970s, official advisers have been supplemented by ministerial staff -partisan personal staff selected by ministers to work in their private offices. This development has been a response to overload and the demands of professional politics, driven by ministers from both major parties. Over a thirty year period, they have consciously sought to reduce their dependence on the public service, and have implemented reforms to make it more responsive to political direction and the priorities of the government of the day (Tiernan 2007) . Ministerial staff are a crucial part of the contemporary system of advice -offering a proximate source of advice and support on policy as well as political matters. They are drawn from a range of career backgrounds and often include public servants seconded to the minister's office for their specialist knowledge and expertise. A career public service provides continuity and institutional memory; ensuring decision-makers have the capacity to take a longer term view. Senior officials advising the government during the crisis had a depth of experience that spanned almost thirty years. Henry, a taxation expert, had served as an economic adviser to Prime Minister Paul Keating, and had been deeply engaged in economic reform since the early 1980s. Dr David Gruen, Executive Director of the macro-economic policy group, was an expert on the Great Depression, who, in addition to his significant academic record, had spent 13 years with the Reserve Bank, including five as the head of economic research. Both have reflected on lessons they drew from earlier crises:
History may judge the first fiscal stimulation package was too early, history may judge it was too large, history may judge the configuration was wrong. But my view was that we needed to do something, it needed to be big, and we needed to do it quickly. What informed that was I lived through -as a policy adviser -the recession of the 1990s. The government in a recession can't tolerate inaction -the population can't tolerate inaction on the part of the government. The government needed to do something (Henry, quoted in ASB 2009 ).
At the time of the Great Depression, Australia's macroeconomic policy frameworks were tragically illequipped to cope with anything other than small, inconsequential macroeconomic or financial market shocks. Faced with a shock the size of the Great Depression, they were simply overwhelmed. The lessons learnt from that disastrous experience have informed the macroeconomic frameworks of today (Gruen & Clark 2010, 18 ).
The Australian Treasury has a great tradition and corporate identity. While recent governments have complained about the policy capacity of the Australian Public Service (APS), Treasury has been something of an exception. It has maintained its investment in research and analytical capacity; and is seen as having used creative talent management and exchange programs to attract and retain high quality staff. Each year it recruits significant numbers of the brightest university graduates and maintains a reputation as a training ground for gaining critical skills that will accelerate a career in more lucrative sectors.
Senior ministerial staff were also central in determining the Rudd government's response to the global financial crisis (see, for example, Gordon 2008 ). In the Prime Minister's Office and in the office of the Treasurer, the most senior staff were engaged in information gathering, policy and options development and, in the case of the second stimulus package, took primary carriage of policy design. Rudd's office was notable for its relative youth and inexperience -yet he had on his staff advisers drawn from the public service including Dr Stephen Kennedy, a senior Treasury official, and an Economics Adviser, Dr Andrew Charlton, who had co-authored a book with Joseph Stiglitz and was in contact throughout the crisis with relevant international experts. The office of Treasurer Wayne Swan also had experienced senior people, with extensive experience and expertise in management consulting and government.
Ministers and their staff worked collaboratively with officials, first monitoring the crisis and later preparing the government's policy response. Departments and regulatory agencies together with staff of the independent Reserve Bank shared knowledge and data and ensured a steady flow of information and advice to leaders. Though initially slow to recognise the potential for the crisis to reach Australia, the public service demonstrated the value of its preparedness. In 2004 when the economy was strong, the Treasury held two workshops during which it 'war-gamed' how it would handle the next economic downturn when, inevitably, it came (Taylor & Uren 2010, 72) ; similarly the Council of Financial Regulators' 2007 work on how a crisis in a major financial institution might be managed meant much of the pre-work was already done for the financial stabilisation measures implemented throughout late
2008.
The agencies of economic advice thus showed they had robust routines for working together; key individuals were well known to each other and were able to draw on and integrate lessons from long experience. This policy learning was crucial at key stages of the crisis: in gauging its severity and potential impacts on Australia; in shaping policy approaches that consciously sought to draw lessons from the 1990s; and in seeking to ensure that longer-term policy frameworks would not be compromised by emergency measures. Throughout, advisers and decision-makers consciously debated the options, united in their resolve to avoid the consequences of unemployment and 'mistakes' from past interventions (for a detailed account see .
Ross Garnaut (2009, 143-44) , himself a significant contributor to economic reforms as a public servant and senior ministerial staffer, emphasises the 'searing experiences' Australian policy-makers had faced in two earlier financial failures: the 1990s recession, particularly the impact on banks of tight monetary policies -when they lost the equivalent of 5 per cent of GDP. This left regulators with a high sensitivity to banking risk. The collapse of insurance giant HIH in 2001 prompted significant reforms to prudential regulation, including the creation of a single regulator -APRA, to guard against systemic risks. The Asian Financial Crisis was also decisive and still fresh in the memories of senior advisers. According to Garnaut (2009, 145) 'Australian officials emerged from the episode with clearer views on the importance of regulation to constrain destabilising speculation and financial sector risk'.
On matters of economic policy, Australian decision-makers have been served by a professional cadre of official (public service) advisers that is experienced and highly stable. This is partly a phenomenon of long-term governments, which has meant that since 1983, there have been five Prime Ministers If experience and conceptual frameworks are the indicators of policy capacity, Australian decisionmakers were mostly well-served by their hybrid advisory model. Political and personal networks provided intelligence and early warning. During the crisis, they drew on the support of an advisory system that combined experience and institutional memory with the input of partisan advisers with academic credentials and personal links to the global policy community. In designing their pre-emptive and aggressive response, they benefitted from the continuity and institutional memory of an advisory system which had prepared for and consciously drew on the insights and lessons learned during earlier down-turns. The advisory system provided a basis for Australia's response to the GFC, but is not sufficient to explain its success. Political leadership was also crucial -a prime minister and cabinet willing to ask for and act on advice but also prepared to back their own judgment in framing the crisis response.
Political leadership during the crisis
Australian Prime Ministers differ from their counterparts in other Westminster systems. Here they are elected by their party-rooms and can be replaced if they lose the support of their colleagues (Weller 1985) . Despite this, in Australia, as elsewhere, since the 1980s, power has centralised around the institution of prime minister. Prime ministers personify their governments (Rhodes, Wanna and Weller 2009, 95) and, by dint of having led their party to electoral success, enjoy considerable authority. Their command of the resources and prerogatives of office enables them to be pre-eminent -much more than first among equals, but within constraints: time, attention, the capacity to gain and maintain political and electoral support (Tiernan and Weller 2010) . Recent Australian prime ministers have bolstered their capacity to dominate their governments, through assiduous media management and by significantly augmenting the system of advice that supports them (see Tiernan 2006; . A large and powerful Prime Minister's Office is an entrenched feature of the Australian core executive, sharing responsibility for supporting the leader with the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C), established almost 100 years ago. The constitutional guarantee of support from an expert, impartial career public service ensures a significant degree of continuity, and 'deep structures' are also evident in partisan elements, but the advisory system adapts to the priorities and working style of the leader (Tiernan 2007; . Personalities and preferences matter, though they are tempered by the institutions and routines of governance and, in the early stages of a new government, by the time it takes for the system to adjust to the demands of a new prime minister.
Prime ministers set the rules for Cabinet, determining when and how it will meet, the structure of its committees and the agenda of issues that come before it. Under the Hawke, Keating and Howard governments, the Expenditure Review Committee (ERC) was the engine-room of economic policy and reform. The Rudd government also made extensive use of Cabinet committees as fora for policy development and to pre-digest complex issues. During the crisis, SBPC became the government's command centre, though occasionally the Prime Minister and Treasurer acted as a duumvirate, notably during initial discussions about the need for a stimulus package. It was flexible, adaptive and able to operate in a variety of modes and locations, making use of available technologies and drawing in whatever expertise and support was appropriate in the circumstances. Ultimately too, it was collective -the decisions taken became those of the government, supported by the rest of the Cabinet, even those not directly involved in deliberations.
Each prime minister brings to the role their skills and experience and a view about how they plan to approach it. Kevin Rudd came to the prime ministership with an ambitious reform agenda, a vision of Australia's place in the world and a network of contacts assiduously cultivated on his rise to the nation's top job. Rudd's background as a diplomat, senior public servant and ministerial staffer fashioned his views on how he would engage the advisory system. He respected and made use of the public service but recognised it was neither the sole nor the definitive source of advice. Rudd's disposition to prepare for the 'worst case' reveals the potential for personalised governance; he drew constantly on historical references and analogies -specifically the Labor Scullin government, in determining how his government should respond. His inclination to reach out directly to international colleagues and networks accounts in significant ways for the strength of his government's fiscal policy response.
Australian decision-makers have substantial capacity to shape advisory arrangements. While Rudd respected the public service, he did not revere it and was conscious of its limitations; nor did he and other ministers hesitate to reach beyond it for information and advice. By April 2008 the Prime Minister was publicly expressing concerns about the capacity of the APS, particularly its ability provide strategic advice, innovative and creative ideas and solutions to policy problems (Rudd 2008) . The government's handling of the crisis reveals the extent to which leaders determine the nature and extent of engagement with official advisers. It also exposes their willingness to rely on staff in their private offices -as, for instance, characterised the design of the second stimulus package.
The extent and timing of the Rudd government's response is attributable to the actions of political leaders who chose providing support for employment and confidence as their primary policy goal. They were aware of risks in the size and speed of the package, but determined that these risks were preferable to a situation in which hundreds of thousands of Australians might lose their jobs. Personal experience and values were relevant here, as inevitably they are in decision-making. Claims of government waste and inefficiency dogged the programs designed in haste as part of its second stimulus package, the 'National Building and Jobs Plans'. Every day brought a new revelation of rorts and inefficiencies -not just in media reports but also in official assessments of various investigatory and oversight agencies and the Parliament that form the accountability framework of Australian governance. It raised questions in the public's mind about the government's competence, its capacity to deliver and its ability to manage the 'debt and deficit' incurred to fund the stimulus program.
At the general election of 21 August 2010, Australian voters delivered a hung Parliament, the first since 1940. Labor may have lost as many as 16 seats in the House of Representatives. At the time of writing, counting continues, but there is a very real prospect that Julia Gillard will win fewer seats than her Liberal opponent and be unable to form a minority government. Chief among the criticisms levelled as Labor contemplates defeat is its inability to 'sell' its achievements in having 'saved' Australia from the global financial crisis. Ironically, the situation her predecessor was so anxious to avoid -being, like Jim Scullin, overwhelmed by a financial crisis and bundled from office after a single term, looks like being realised.
